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Abstract— We study polarization switching and hysteresis in1

a vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser (VCSEL) subject to an2

orthogonal optical injection, such that the polarization of the3

injected light is perpendicular to that of the free-running VCSEL.4

We use the framework of the spin-flip model to characterize the5

polarization state of the VCSEL as a function of the frequency6

detuning. With appropriated injection conditions, the orthogonal7

polarization turns on and locks to the injected field. Increasing8

and decreasing the detuning across the two locking boundaries9

results either in narrow or wide hysteresis cycles, or even in10

irreversible switching. These results are in a good agreement11

with recent experimental observations.12

Index Terms— Vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers13

(VCSELs), bistability, polarization switching, optical injection,14

orthogonal injection.15

I. INTRODUCTION16

OPTICALLY injected semiconductor lasers display a17

rich variety of nonlinear phenomena, including18

stable locking, periodic oscillations, excitable and chaotic19

behavior [1]–[3]. Regular dynamics can have interesting20

applications, for example, the period-one oscillation can be21

used to implement frequency-tunable photonic microwave22

oscillators [4]–[8]. As vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers23

(VCSELs) can emit two orthogonal linear polarization modes,24

orthogonal optical injection (i.e., injecting light with a25

polarization that is perpendicular to that of the free-running26

VCSEL) allows for additional phenomena, such as polarization27

bistability and switching [9]–[12]. Such polarization bistability28

and switching can be exploited for implementing all-optical29

memories [13], logic gates [14], [15], etc.30

Here we study polarization switching and hysteresis in a31

VCSEL subject to orthogonal optical injection from a tunable32
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master laser. The VCSEL dynamics is simulated with the spin- 33

flip model (SFM) [16] that takes into account the coupling 34

between two carrier populations (with spin-up and spin-down) 35

and two optical fields with orthogonal polarizations. 36

We consider as control parameter the frequency detun- 37

ing (FD), between the master laser and the free-running slave 38

laser. With strong enough injection, if the detuning is within a 39

range of values, FD2 < FD < FD1, the orthogonal polarization 40

turns on and locks to the injected field. Increasing and decreas- 41

ing FD across the locking boundaries, either FD1 or FD2, 42

while keeping constant the injected power, results in two 43

successive polarization switchings [17]–[22], one when the 44

injected mode turns on, and one when it turns off. These 45

switchings occur at different values of the detuning when the 46

detuning is increased or is decreased, resulting in hysteresis 47

cycles, which have different features in FD1 and FD2. 48

Our work is motivated by the recent experimental obser- 49

vation of irreversible polarization switching (IPS) [21] and 50

ultra-wide hysteresis [22]. In [21] the orthogonal mode was 51

observed to persist on even when the control parameter – 52

the injected power or the frequency detuning– was reversed 53

(no switch back was observed). As IPS was observed only 54

in the range of bias currents where two modes are supported 55

(i.e., for I>2Ith; for I<2Ith only the fundamental mode is 56

supported and no IPS was observed), IPS was interpreted 57

as a specific feature of the regime of two-mode operation. 58

In [22] the experiments were also performed in the region 59

of two-mode operation, with bias currents above 2Ith, and 60

ultra-wide hysteresis (155 GHz) was observed in the positive 61

detuning region (FD1); in contrast, in the negative detun- 62

ing region (FD2), the hysteresis cycle had a smaller width 63

(few GHz). 64

Here we analyze the dependence of the hysteresis width of 65

both cycles on the VCSEL parameters and on the orthogonal 66

optical injection conditions. Regarding the VCSEL parameters, 67

to fit the situation in [21] and [22], they are chosen such 68

that the free-running VCSEL emits a stable linear polarization 69

and no polarization switching occurs over the entire operation 70

range. Regarding the injection conditions, we consider two 71

cases, one in which the free-running laser emits the high- 72

frequency polarization (mode y in the SFM model) and the 73

mode that receives optical injection is the low-frequency 74

polarization (mode x), and one in which the free-running 75

laser emits the low-frequency polarization (mode x) and the 76

injected polarization is the high-frequency one (mode y). 77

We find that, with x-injection (as in [21] and [22]), the width 78
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of the FD1 cycle is much wider than that of the FD2 cycle,79

and even irreversible PS can be observed, in good agreement80

with [21] and [22]. On the contrary, our simulations indicate81

that, with y-injection, the width of the FD2 cycle is wider than82

that in FD1, and no irreversible PS occurs.83

This paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the84

spin-flip model used for describing the VCSEL dynamics85

under orthogonal optical injection; Sec. III presents the results86

of the simulations and Sec. IV presents the discussion of the87

results and the conclusions.88

II. MODEL89

We use the well-know spin-flip model of a VCSEL with90

external optical injection [11]. The equations, written in the91

frequency reference frame of the injected field are:92

d Ex

dt
= κ(1 + iα)(N Ex + inEy − Ex ) − i(γp + �ω)Ex93

− γa Ex + √
2βsp γN N ξx + κx Einj (1)94

d Ey

dt
= κ(1 + iα)(N Ey − inEx − Ey) + i(γp − �ω)Ey95

+ γa Ey + √
2βsp γN N ξy + κy Einj (2)96

d N

dt
= −γN

[
N(1 + |Ex |2 + ∣

∣Ey
∣
∣2

)
]

97

+ γN μ − iγN n(Ey E∗
x − Ex E∗

y) (3)98

dn

dt
= −γsn − γN n(|Ex |2 + ∣

∣Ey
∣
∣2

)99

− iγN N(Ey E∗
x − Ex E∗

y). (4)100

Here Ex and Ey are the two orthogonal linearly polarized101

slowly varying components of the field and N and n are two102

carrier variables: N accounts for the total carrier density, while103

n accounts for the difference between two carrier populations104

(with spin-up and with spin-down). The model parameters are:105

κ is the field decay rate, γN is the decay rate of N , γs is106

the spin-flip relaxation rate, α is the linewidth enhancement107

factor, γa is the linear dichroism (when γa is positive the108

y polarization has the lower threshold), γp is the linear109

birefringence (when γp is positive the x polarization has110

the lower frequency) and μ is the pump current parameter111

(normalized such that the solitary threshold is at μ = 1 in112

the absence of anisotropies). Spontaneous emission noise is113

taken into account by ξx (t) and ξy(t) that are uncorrelated114

complex Gaussian noise terms of zero mean. We define the115

noise strength parameter as D = 2γN N βsp with βsp being116

the spontaneous emission factor. We consider parameters well117

above threshold and approximate N ≈1 since above threshold118

the N is clamped to the threshold value.119

The optical injection parameters are: Einj , κx , κy, and �ω.120

Einj is the injected field amplitude; κx and κy are used to121

select which polarization receives optical injection:122

i) x polarized injection: κx = κ and κy = 0;123

ii) y polarized injection: κy = κ and κx = 0.124

Δω = ωin j − ωre f is the detuning of the injected field,125

defined with respect to a reference angular frequency ωre f =126

(ωx + ωy)/2, with ωx and ωy being the optical angular fre-127

quencies of the x and y polarizations: ωx = −γp +γaα, ωy =128

γp − γaα [16]. For easy comparison with Refs. [21] and [22],129

Fig. 1. Polarization-resolved L−I characteristics of the free-running VCSEL.
Ix (solid, red), Iy (dashed, blue). (a) γp = 60 rad/ns, γa = −0.1 ns−1 and
γs = 50 ns−1; (b) γp = 10 rad/ns, γa = 1.5 ns−1 and γs = 200 ns−1; other
parameters are as indicated in the text.

we define as control parameter the frequency detuning (FD), 130

which is the difference between the frequency of the injected 131

field and that of the free running VCSEL. Therefore, 132

i) when the free-running laser emits the y polarization, 133

FD = (ωinj − ωy)/2π ; 134

ii) when the free-running laser emits the x polarization, 135

FD = (ωinj − ωx)/2π . 136

Also for easy comparison with [22], the width of the 137

hysteresis cycles are defined as 138

H1 = FD4 − FD3(high-frequency side) 139

H2 = FD2 − FD1.(low-frequency side) 140

where FD2 and FD4 (FD1 and FD3) are the detuning values for 141

increasing (for decreasing) detuning, when the injected mode 142

turns on and when it turns off. 143

III. RESULTS 144

Equations (1)–(4) were simulated with typical VCSEL 145

parameters: γN = 1 ns−1, κ = 300 ns−1, α = 3 and 146

D = 10−5 ns−1; for γp , γa and γs we use two sets of values 147

that allow us to consider two situations: 148

i) For γp = 60 rad/ns, γa = −0.1 ns−1 and γs = 50 ns−1
149

the free-running VCSEL emits the lower frequency polar- 150

ization (x), thus, we consider y polarized optical injection 151

(κy = κ , κx = 0). 152

ii) For γp = 10 rad/ns, γa = 1.5 ns−1 and γs = 200 ns−1
153

the free-running VCSEL emits the higher frequency polariza- 154

tion (y), and now the injected light is x polarized (κx = κ 155

and κy = 0). This case corresponds to the VCSELs used 156

in [21] and [22]. 157

For these parameters, as shown in Fig. 1, for the free- 158

running VCSEL no PS occurs for increasing or decreasing 159

pump current (as in [21] and [22]). 160

A triangular signal was used to increase and decrease the 161

frequency detuning (FD), keeping all other parameters fixed. 162

The total simulation time was long enough to ensure a quasi- 163

static variation of FD (5 μs). The polarization switching points 164

FD1, FD2, FD3 and FD4 were computed by averaging over 165

10 stochastic simulations; in each simulation the switching 166

points were detected by averaging the intensities Ix and Iy 167

over a short time interval (1 ns). The initial conditions were 168

such that the scan of the detuning started from an FD value 169

far (to the left or to the right) from the boundary of the region 170

where the orthogonal polarization turns on. 171
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Fig. 2. Polarization behavior under y-injection. For clarity only the intensity
of the injected mode (y) is shown, the intensity is averaged over a 1 ns
time interval. The frequency detuning, FD, first increases and then decreases,
as shown in the inset. Einj = 0.15 (a); 0.20 (b); 0.4 (c) and 0.8 (d), μ = 2.7,
other parameters are as in Fig. 1a.

Next we present the results of the simulations: first we172

consider the situation in which the free-running laser emits173

the x polarization and receives y-polarized injection and then,174

we consider the situation in which the free-running laser emits175

the y polarization and receives x-polarized injection.176

A. Y Polarized Injection177

We consider the first set of parameters, such that the178

free-running VCSEL emits the x-polarization. We consider179

orthogonal injection in the y polarization (κy = κ , κx = 0).180

The detuning is defined as FD = (ωinj − ωx)/2π .181

Figure 2 displays the intensity of the y polarization when182

the detuning is first increased and then decreased, while the183

injection strength is kept constant. Simulations for various184

injection strengths are presented, and it can be observed that185

the width of the low-frequency side cycle (H2) increases with186

the injection strength, while the width of the high-frequency187

side cycle (H1) remains nearly constant.188

The left column of Fig. 3 displays the FD values where189

the y polarization turns on (FD2 and FD4) and when it turns190

off (FD1 and FD3) and in the right column, the hysteresis191

widths (H1 and H2) as a function of the injection strength, for192

two values of the pump current parameter. With weak optical193

injection there is polarization competition and the turn-on194

points of the y polarization are not well defined. This occurs195

for Einj below 0.05; for stronger injection four switching points196

define two hysteresis cycles. While the width of the cycle on197

the high-frequency side, H1, is constant and approximately198

equal to 3 GHz regardless of the value of Einj, the width of199

the cycle on the low-frequency side, H2, increases with Einj.200

Figure 4 displays the value of the detuning at the four201

switching points (left column) and the two hysteresis widths202

(right column) vs the pump current parameter. Simulations203

for two injection strengths are presented. We observe that for204

all μ values H1 < H2.205

Taken together Figs. 3 and 4 demonstrate that the width206

of the cycle on the low frequency side (H2) varies with207

Fig. 3. Polarization switching points when the VCSEL is subjected to
y polarized injection (left column, red circles: FD decrease, white circles:
FD increase) and width of the hysteresis cycles (right column, H1: black
squares, H2: red triangles) vs the amplitude of the injected field, Einj. The
pump current parameter is μ = 1.8, (a,b), μ = 2.7 (c, d), other parameters
are as Fig 1a.

Fig. 4. Polarization switching points when the VCSEL is subjected to
y polarized injection (left column, red circles: FD decrease, white circles:
FD increase) and width of the hysteresis cycles (right column, H1: black
squares, H2: red triangles) vs the bias current parameter, μ. Einj = 0.20
(a,b); 0.8 (c,d); other parameters are as Fig 1a.

Einj and μ, and large cycles occur for certain parameters 208

(Einj ≈ 0.8, μ ≈ 1.6). In contrast, the width of the cycle on 209

the high frequency side (H1) is smaller and remains nearly 210

constant when varying Einj or μ. 211

B. X Polarized Injection 212

Next we consider the second set of parameters, which 213

correspond to the experimental situation in [21] and [22], such 214

that the free-running laser emits the y polarization and the 215

x polarization receives optical injection (κx = κ and κy = 0). 216

Now the frequency detuning is defined as FD = (ωinj−ωy)/2π . 217

Figure 5 displays intensity of the x polarization when the 218

detuning is varied, while the injection strength is kept constant. 219

Simulations for four injection strengths are presented. For very 220
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Fig. 5. Polarization behavior under x-injection. For clarity only the intensity
of the injected mode (x) is shown. The frequency detuning, FD, first decreases
(thin-red line) and then increases (thick-black line) as shown in the inset. The
parameters are Einj = 0.015 (a), 0.15 (b); 0.5 (c) and 1.0 (d), μ = 3, other
parameters are as Fig 1b.

Fig. 6. As Figs. 5b, 5d (Einj = 0.15 and 1.0) but with μ = 2.

Fig. 7. Polarization-resolved L-I characteristics of the VCSEL with x polar-
ized injection. Ix (solid, red), Iy (dashed, blue). Einj = 0.2, other parameters
as in Fig. 1b.

weak injection, Fig. 5a, the x polarization turns on in a narrow221

range of FD values such that the optical frequency of the222

injected field is close to ωx, in good agreement with Fig. 3223

in [22]. When Einj is increased, an abrupt change in the high-224

frequency side occurs: due to polarization bistability, the x225

polarization remains on, even for very large positive detuning226

values. This is also in good agreement with the observations227

in Refs. [21] and [22] (see [22, Fig. 4]). We note however228

that the wide region of bistability in the high frequency side229

occurs only if the pump current is above a certain value;230

Fig. 8. Polarization switching points when the VCSEL is subjected to
x polarized injection (left column, white circles: FD decrease, red circles:
FD increase) and width of the hysteresis cycles (right column, H1: black
squares, H2: red triangles) vs the amplitude of the injected field, Einj. The
pump current parameter is μ = 2 (a,b); μ = 3 (c,d), other parameters as in
Fig. 1b.

Fig. 9. Polarization switching points when the VCSEL is subjected to
x polarized injection (left column, white circles: FD decrease, red circles:
FD increase) and width of the hysteresis cycles (right column, H1: black
squares, H2: red triangles) vs the bias current parameter, μ. Einj = 0.5 (a,b);
Einj = 1.0 (c,d); other parameters as in Fig. 1b.

for lower pump current the two hysteresis cycles remain finite, 231

as seen in Fig. 6. 232

A wide region of x-polarization emission, induced by 233

the orthogonal injection is seen in the polarization-resolved 234

L − I curve of the injected VCSEL, see Fig. 7. Here the fre- 235

quency detuning varies with the pump current as indicated with 236

the green line, and the polarization switching are induced by 237

the combined interplay of bias current and detuning variation; 238

if the detuning is kept fixed, there is no switching but a region 239

of polarization coexistence. We remark that the free-running 240

VCSEL emits only the y-polarization, as seen in Fig. 1b. The 241

two polarization switchings shown in Fig. 7 are also in good 242

agreement with the observations in [22] (see [22, Fig. 7]). 243

Figures 8 and 9 summarize these observations by plotting 244

the FD values when the polarization switchings occurs, and the 245
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Fig. 10. Wide hysteresis cycle occurring for x polarized injection. Einj = 0.5,
μ = 3.72, other parameters as in Fig. 1b.

width of the hysteresis cycles H1 and H2, vs the injected246

field amplitude (Fig. 8) and vs the pump current (Fig. 9). For247

parameters such that there is bistability in the high frequency248

side, there is no hysteresis cycle and H1 is not plotted. We note249

that the variation of H2 with Einj and μ is similar as that250

in Figs. 3 and 4 (i.e., H2 increases with Einj and decreases251

with μ). An example of a very wide H1 hysteresis cycle252

(∼80 GHz) is presented in Fig. 10.253

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION254

We studied numerically polarization switching and255

hysteresis phenomena in VCSELs subjected to orthogonal256

optical injection.257

Within the framework of the spin-flip model (SFM) we258

considered two sets of parameters, representing two situations,259

one in which the free-running laser emits the high-frequency260

polarization (mode y in the SFM model) and the injected261

mode is the x (low-frequency) polarization, and one in which262

the free-running laser emits the low-frequency polarization263

(mode x) and the injected mode is the y (high-frequency)264

polarization. We found that with x-injection the width of the265

hysteresis cycle in the positive detuning side (H1) can be266

much wider than that in the negative detuning side (H2), see267

Figs. 8b, 8d, 9b and 9d and even there is irreversible PS in a268

wide range of parameters (no switch back occurs).269

These results are in good qualitative agreement with recent270

experimental observations [21], [22] and are interpreted,271

as in [21] and [22], as due to two-mode stability, either272

present in the free-running VCSEL for high enough pump273

current [16], or induced by the external orthogonal injec-274

tion. On the contrary, with y-injection, we have not found275

irreversible PS and moreover, we found that H2 >H1 (see276

Figs. 3b, 3d, 4b and 4d). In this case the linear stability analy-277

sis of the free-running VCSEL [16] indicates that at high pump278

currents there is no bistability but the x and y polarizations279

are both unstable.280

Our results provide a plausible interpretation of why irre-281

versible PS was not observed in [17]–[20] and we hope that282

they will motivate further experiments to contrast the SFM283

model predictions regarding the different hysteresis effects284

induced by x or y polarized injection. In future work it will be285

interesting to analyze the effect of the birefringence parameter286

as preliminary simulations suggest that is has a crucial role in287

the appearance of irreversible polarization switching and ultra- 288

wide hysteresis. 289
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Polarization Switching and Hysteresis in Vertical-
Cavity Surface-Emitting Lasers Subject to

Orthogonal Optical Injection
Matias F. Salvide, Cristina Masoller, and Maria Susana Torre

Abstract— We study polarization switching and hysteresis in1

a vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser (VCSEL) subject to an2

orthogonal optical injection, such that the polarization of the3

injected light is perpendicular to that of the free-running VCSEL.4

We use the framework of the spin-flip model to characterize the5

polarization state of the VCSEL as a function of the frequency6

detuning. With appropriated injection conditions, the orthogonal7

polarization turns on and locks to the injected field. Increasing8

and decreasing the detuning across the two locking boundaries9

results either in narrow or wide hysteresis cycles, or even in10

irreversible switching. These results are in a good agreement11

with recent experimental observations.12

Index Terms— Vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers13

(VCSELs), bistability, polarization switching, optical injection,14

orthogonal injection.15

I. INTRODUCTION16

OPTICALLY injected semiconductor lasers display a17

rich variety of nonlinear phenomena, including18

stable locking, periodic oscillations, excitable and chaotic19

behavior [1]–[3]. Regular dynamics can have interesting20

applications, for example, the period-one oscillation can be21

used to implement frequency-tunable photonic microwave22

oscillators [4]–[8]. As vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers23

(VCSELs) can emit two orthogonal linear polarization modes,24

orthogonal optical injection (i.e., injecting light with a25

polarization that is perpendicular to that of the free-running26

VCSEL) allows for additional phenomena, such as polarization27

bistability and switching [9]–[12]. Such polarization bistability28

and switching can be exploited for implementing all-optical29

memories [13], logic gates [14], [15], etc.30

Here we study polarization switching and hysteresis in a31

VCSEL subject to orthogonal optical injection from a tunable32
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master laser. The VCSEL dynamics is simulated with the spin- 33

flip model (SFM) [16] that takes into account the coupling 34

between two carrier populations (with spin-up and spin-down) 35

and two optical fields with orthogonal polarizations. 36

We consider as control parameter the frequency detun- 37

ing (FD), between the master laser and the free-running slave 38

laser. With strong enough injection, if the detuning is within a 39

range of values, FD2 < FD < FD1, the orthogonal polarization 40

turns on and locks to the injected field. Increasing and decreas- 41

ing FD across the locking boundaries, either FD1 or FD2, 42

while keeping constant the injected power, results in two 43

successive polarization switchings [17]–[22], one when the 44

injected mode turns on, and one when it turns off. These 45

switchings occur at different values of the detuning when the 46

detuning is increased or is decreased, resulting in hysteresis 47

cycles, which have different features in FD1 and FD2. 48

Our work is motivated by the recent experimental obser- 49

vation of irreversible polarization switching (IPS) [21] and 50

ultra-wide hysteresis [22]. In [21] the orthogonal mode was 51

observed to persist on even when the control parameter – 52

the injected power or the frequency detuning– was reversed 53

(no switch back was observed). As IPS was observed only 54

in the range of bias currents where two modes are supported 55

(i.e., for I>2Ith; for I<2Ith only the fundamental mode is 56

supported and no IPS was observed), IPS was interpreted 57

as a specific feature of the regime of two-mode operation. 58

In [22] the experiments were also performed in the region 59

of two-mode operation, with bias currents above 2Ith, and 60

ultra-wide hysteresis (155 GHz) was observed in the positive 61

detuning region (FD1); in contrast, in the negative detun- 62

ing region (FD2), the hysteresis cycle had a smaller width 63

(few GHz). 64

Here we analyze the dependence of the hysteresis width of 65

both cycles on the VCSEL parameters and on the orthogonal 66

optical injection conditions. Regarding the VCSEL parameters, 67

to fit the situation in [21] and [22], they are chosen such 68

that the free-running VCSEL emits a stable linear polarization 69

and no polarization switching occurs over the entire operation 70

range. Regarding the injection conditions, we consider two 71

cases, one in which the free-running laser emits the high- 72

frequency polarization (mode y in the SFM model) and the 73

mode that receives optical injection is the low-frequency 74

polarization (mode x), and one in which the free-running 75

laser emits the low-frequency polarization (mode x) and the 76

injected polarization is the high-frequency one (mode y). 77

We find that, with x-injection (as in [21] and [22]), the width 78

0018-9197 © 2014 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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of the FD1 cycle is much wider than that of the FD2 cycle,79

and even irreversible PS can be observed, in good agreement80

with [21] and [22]. On the contrary, our simulations indicate81

that, with y-injection, the width of the FD2 cycle is wider than82

that in FD1, and no irreversible PS occurs.83

This paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the84

spin-flip model used for describing the VCSEL dynamics85

under orthogonal optical injection; Sec. III presents the results86

of the simulations and Sec. IV presents the discussion of the87

results and the conclusions.88

II. MODEL89

We use the well-know spin-flip model of a VCSEL with90

external optical injection [11]. The equations, written in the91

frequency reference frame of the injected field are:92

d Ex

dt
= κ(1 + iα)(N Ex + inEy − Ex ) − i(γp + �ω)Ex93

− γa Ex + √
2βsp γN N ξx + κx Einj (1)94

d Ey

dt
= κ(1 + iα)(N Ey − inEx − Ey) + i(γp − �ω)Ey95

+ γa Ey + √
2βsp γN N ξy + κy Einj (2)96

d N

dt
= −γN

[
N(1 + |Ex |2 + ∣

∣Ey
∣
∣2

)
]

97

+ γN μ − iγN n(Ey E∗
x − Ex E∗

y) (3)98

dn

dt
= −γsn − γN n(|Ex |2 + ∣

∣Ey
∣
∣2

)99

− iγN N(Ey E∗
x − Ex E∗

y). (4)100

Here Ex and Ey are the two orthogonal linearly polarized101

slowly varying components of the field and N and n are two102

carrier variables: N accounts for the total carrier density, while103

n accounts for the difference between two carrier populations104

(with spin-up and with spin-down). The model parameters are:105

κ is the field decay rate, γN is the decay rate of N , γs is106

the spin-flip relaxation rate, α is the linewidth enhancement107

factor, γa is the linear dichroism (when γa is positive the108

y polarization has the lower threshold), γp is the linear109

birefringence (when γp is positive the x polarization has110

the lower frequency) and μ is the pump current parameter111

(normalized such that the solitary threshold is at μ = 1 in112

the absence of anisotropies). Spontaneous emission noise is113

taken into account by ξx (t) and ξy(t) that are uncorrelated114

complex Gaussian noise terms of zero mean. We define the115

noise strength parameter as D = 2γN N βsp with βsp being116

the spontaneous emission factor. We consider parameters well117

above threshold and approximate N ≈1 since above threshold118

the N is clamped to the threshold value.119

The optical injection parameters are: Einj , κx , κy, and �ω.120

Einj is the injected field amplitude; κx and κy are used to121

select which polarization receives optical injection:122

i) x polarized injection: κx = κ and κy = 0;123

ii) y polarized injection: κy = κ and κx = 0.124

Δω = ωin j − ωre f is the detuning of the injected field,125

defined with respect to a reference angular frequency ωre f =126

(ωx + ωy)/2, with ωx and ωy being the optical angular fre-127

quencies of the x and y polarizations: ωx = −γp +γaα, ωy =128

γp − γaα [16]. For easy comparison with Refs. [21] and [22],129

Fig. 1. Polarization-resolved L−I characteristics of the free-running VCSEL.
Ix (solid, red), Iy (dashed, blue). (a) γp = 60 rad/ns, γa = −0.1 ns−1 and
γs = 50 ns−1; (b) γp = 10 rad/ns, γa = 1.5 ns−1 and γs = 200 ns−1; other
parameters are as indicated in the text.

we define as control parameter the frequency detuning (FD), 130

which is the difference between the frequency of the injected 131

field and that of the free running VCSEL. Therefore, 132

i) when the free-running laser emits the y polarization, 133

FD = (ωinj − ωy)/2π ; 134

ii) when the free-running laser emits the x polarization, 135

FD = (ωinj − ωx)/2π . 136

Also for easy comparison with [22], the width of the 137

hysteresis cycles are defined as 138

H1 = FD4 − FD3(high-frequency side) 139

H2 = FD2 − FD1.(low-frequency side) 140

where FD2 and FD4 (FD1 and FD3) are the detuning values for 141

increasing (for decreasing) detuning, when the injected mode 142

turns on and when it turns off. 143

III. RESULTS 144

Equations (1)–(4) were simulated with typical VCSEL 145

parameters: γN = 1 ns−1, κ = 300 ns−1, α = 3 and 146

D = 10−5 ns−1; for γp , γa and γs we use two sets of values 147

that allow us to consider two situations: 148

i) For γp = 60 rad/ns, γa = −0.1 ns−1 and γs = 50 ns−1
149

the free-running VCSEL emits the lower frequency polar- 150

ization (x), thus, we consider y polarized optical injection 151

(κy = κ , κx = 0). 152

ii) For γp = 10 rad/ns, γa = 1.5 ns−1 and γs = 200 ns−1
153

the free-running VCSEL emits the higher frequency polariza- 154

tion (y), and now the injected light is x polarized (κx = κ 155

and κy = 0). This case corresponds to the VCSELs used 156

in [21] and [22]. 157

For these parameters, as shown in Fig. 1, for the free- 158

running VCSEL no PS occurs for increasing or decreasing 159

pump current (as in [21] and [22]). 160

A triangular signal was used to increase and decrease the 161

frequency detuning (FD), keeping all other parameters fixed. 162

The total simulation time was long enough to ensure a quasi- 163

static variation of FD (5 μs). The polarization switching points 164

FD1, FD2, FD3 and FD4 were computed by averaging over 165

10 stochastic simulations; in each simulation the switching 166

points were detected by averaging the intensities Ix and Iy 167

over a short time interval (1 ns). The initial conditions were 168

such that the scan of the detuning started from an FD value 169

far (to the left or to the right) from the boundary of the region 170

where the orthogonal polarization turns on. 171
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Fig. 2. Polarization behavior under y-injection. For clarity only the intensity
of the injected mode (y) is shown, the intensity is averaged over a 1 ns
time interval. The frequency detuning, FD, first increases and then decreases,
as shown in the inset. Einj = 0.15 (a); 0.20 (b); 0.4 (c) and 0.8 (d), μ = 2.7,
other parameters are as in Fig. 1a.

Next we present the results of the simulations: first we172

consider the situation in which the free-running laser emits173

the x polarization and receives y-polarized injection and then,174

we consider the situation in which the free-running laser emits175

the y polarization and receives x-polarized injection.176

A. Y Polarized Injection177

We consider the first set of parameters, such that the178

free-running VCSEL emits the x-polarization. We consider179

orthogonal injection in the y polarization (κy = κ , κx = 0).180

The detuning is defined as FD = (ωinj − ωx)/2π .181

Figure 2 displays the intensity of the y polarization when182

the detuning is first increased and then decreased, while the183

injection strength is kept constant. Simulations for various184

injection strengths are presented, and it can be observed that185

the width of the low-frequency side cycle (H2) increases with186

the injection strength, while the width of the high-frequency187

side cycle (H1) remains nearly constant.188

The left column of Fig. 3 displays the FD values where189

the y polarization turns on (FD2 and FD4) and when it turns190

off (FD1 and FD3) and in the right column, the hysteresis191

widths (H1 and H2) as a function of the injection strength, for192

two values of the pump current parameter. With weak optical193

injection there is polarization competition and the turn-on194

points of the y polarization are not well defined. This occurs195

for Einj below 0.05; for stronger injection four switching points196

define two hysteresis cycles. While the width of the cycle on197

the high-frequency side, H1, is constant and approximately198

equal to 3 GHz regardless of the value of Einj, the width of199

the cycle on the low-frequency side, H2, increases with Einj.200

Figure 4 displays the value of the detuning at the four201

switching points (left column) and the two hysteresis widths202

(right column) vs the pump current parameter. Simulations203

for two injection strengths are presented. We observe that for204

all μ values H1 < H2.205

Taken together Figs. 3 and 4 demonstrate that the width206

of the cycle on the low frequency side (H2) varies with207

Fig. 3. Polarization switching points when the VCSEL is subjected to
y polarized injection (left column, red circles: FD decrease, white circles:
FD increase) and width of the hysteresis cycles (right column, H1: black
squares, H2: red triangles) vs the amplitude of the injected field, Einj. The
pump current parameter is μ = 1.8, (a,b), μ = 2.7 (c, d), other parameters
are as Fig 1a.

Fig. 4. Polarization switching points when the VCSEL is subjected to
y polarized injection (left column, red circles: FD decrease, white circles:
FD increase) and width of the hysteresis cycles (right column, H1: black
squares, H2: red triangles) vs the bias current parameter, μ. Einj = 0.20
(a,b); 0.8 (c,d); other parameters are as Fig 1a.

Einj and μ, and large cycles occur for certain parameters 208

(Einj ≈ 0.8, μ ≈ 1.6). In contrast, the width of the cycle on 209

the high frequency side (H1) is smaller and remains nearly 210

constant when varying Einj or μ. 211

B. X Polarized Injection 212

Next we consider the second set of parameters, which 213

correspond to the experimental situation in [21] and [22], such 214

that the free-running laser emits the y polarization and the 215

x polarization receives optical injection (κx = κ and κy = 0). 216

Now the frequency detuning is defined as FD = (ωinj−ωy)/2π . 217

Figure 5 displays intensity of the x polarization when the 218

detuning is varied, while the injection strength is kept constant. 219

Simulations for four injection strengths are presented. For very 220
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Fig. 5. Polarization behavior under x-injection. For clarity only the intensity
of the injected mode (x) is shown. The frequency detuning, FD, first decreases
(thin-red line) and then increases (thick-black line) as shown in the inset. The
parameters are Einj = 0.015 (a), 0.15 (b); 0.5 (c) and 1.0 (d), μ = 3, other
parameters are as Fig 1b.

Fig. 6. As Figs. 5b, 5d (Einj = 0.15 and 1.0) but with μ = 2.

Fig. 7. Polarization-resolved L-I characteristics of the VCSEL with x polar-
ized injection. Ix (solid, red), Iy (dashed, blue). Einj = 0.2, other parameters
as in Fig. 1b.

weak injection, Fig. 5a, the x polarization turns on in a narrow221

range of FD values such that the optical frequency of the222

injected field is close to ωx, in good agreement with Fig. 3223

in [22]. When Einj is increased, an abrupt change in the high-224

frequency side occurs: due to polarization bistability, the x225

polarization remains on, even for very large positive detuning226

values. This is also in good agreement with the observations227

in Refs. [21] and [22] (see [22, Fig. 4]). We note however228

that the wide region of bistability in the high frequency side229

occurs only if the pump current is above a certain value;230

Fig. 8. Polarization switching points when the VCSEL is subjected to
x polarized injection (left column, white circles: FD decrease, red circles:
FD increase) and width of the hysteresis cycles (right column, H1: black
squares, H2: red triangles) vs the amplitude of the injected field, Einj. The
pump current parameter is μ = 2 (a,b); μ = 3 (c,d), other parameters as in
Fig. 1b.

Fig. 9. Polarization switching points when the VCSEL is subjected to
x polarized injection (left column, white circles: FD decrease, red circles:
FD increase) and width of the hysteresis cycles (right column, H1: black
squares, H2: red triangles) vs the bias current parameter, μ. Einj = 0.5 (a,b);
Einj = 1.0 (c,d); other parameters as in Fig. 1b.

for lower pump current the two hysteresis cycles remain finite, 231

as seen in Fig. 6. 232

A wide region of x-polarization emission, induced by 233

the orthogonal injection is seen in the polarization-resolved 234

L − I curve of the injected VCSEL, see Fig. 7. Here the fre- 235

quency detuning varies with the pump current as indicated with 236

the green line, and the polarization switching are induced by 237

the combined interplay of bias current and detuning variation; 238

if the detuning is kept fixed, there is no switching but a region 239

of polarization coexistence. We remark that the free-running 240

VCSEL emits only the y-polarization, as seen in Fig. 1b. The 241

two polarization switchings shown in Fig. 7 are also in good 242

agreement with the observations in [22] (see [22, Fig. 7]). 243

Figures 8 and 9 summarize these observations by plotting 244

the FD values when the polarization switchings occurs, and the 245
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Fig. 10. Wide hysteresis cycle occurring for x polarized injection. Einj = 0.5,
μ = 3.72, other parameters as in Fig. 1b.

width of the hysteresis cycles H1 and H2, vs the injected246

field amplitude (Fig. 8) and vs the pump current (Fig. 9). For247

parameters such that there is bistability in the high frequency248

side, there is no hysteresis cycle and H1 is not plotted. We note249

that the variation of H2 with Einj and μ is similar as that250

in Figs. 3 and 4 (i.e., H2 increases with Einj and decreases251

with μ). An example of a very wide H1 hysteresis cycle252

(∼80 GHz) is presented in Fig. 10.253

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION254

We studied numerically polarization switching and255

hysteresis phenomena in VCSELs subjected to orthogonal256

optical injection.257

Within the framework of the spin-flip model (SFM) we258

considered two sets of parameters, representing two situations,259

one in which the free-running laser emits the high-frequency260

polarization (mode y in the SFM model) and the injected261

mode is the x (low-frequency) polarization, and one in which262

the free-running laser emits the low-frequency polarization263

(mode x) and the injected mode is the y (high-frequency)264

polarization. We found that with x-injection the width of the265

hysteresis cycle in the positive detuning side (H1) can be266

much wider than that in the negative detuning side (H2), see267

Figs. 8b, 8d, 9b and 9d and even there is irreversible PS in a268

wide range of parameters (no switch back occurs).269

These results are in good qualitative agreement with recent270

experimental observations [21], [22] and are interpreted,271

as in [21] and [22], as due to two-mode stability, either272

present in the free-running VCSEL for high enough pump273

current [16], or induced by the external orthogonal injec-274

tion. On the contrary, with y-injection, we have not found275

irreversible PS and moreover, we found that H2 >H1 (see276

Figs. 3b, 3d, 4b and 4d). In this case the linear stability analy-277

sis of the free-running VCSEL [16] indicates that at high pump278

currents there is no bistability but the x and y polarizations279

are both unstable.280

Our results provide a plausible interpretation of why irre-281

versible PS was not observed in [17]–[20] and we hope that282

they will motivate further experiments to contrast the SFM283

model predictions regarding the different hysteresis effects284

induced by x or y polarized injection. In future work it will be285

interesting to analyze the effect of the birefringence parameter286

as preliminary simulations suggest that is has a crucial role in287

the appearance of irreversible polarization switching and ultra- 288

wide hysteresis. 289
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